PSYCHOTIC SQUIRREL!! SHARP TEETH!!

You are signed in

Bidding has ended for this item (jincay is the winner)

If you are jincay, Sign in for your status.

Winning bid: US $4.02
Ended: Feb-15-04 12:41:54 PST
Start time: Feb-08-04 12:41:54 PST
History: 7 bids (US $1.00 starting bid)
Winning bidder: jincay (5)

Item location: Baltimore
United States /Baltimore
Ships to: United States only

Seller information
bored383 (111🌟)
Feedback Score: 111
Positive Feedback: 100%
Member since Feb-01-99 in United States
Read feedback comments
Ask seller a question
View seller's other items

Buyer Protection Offered See coverage and eligibility

Description

For Auction! One Psychotic Squirrel! Slightly Damp! Full of Rage and Loathing
For auction, the psychotic squirrel that keeps trying to get in through the window there. It sits on that windowsill, in the rain and snow, chattering out its **HATE** for all. Those nasty teeth it has, they are giving me nightmares. They are gnawing at my very soul!!

The winner of this auction will receive the squirrel safely preserved in photographic form, its **ANGER** and **SPITE** frozen on its face for all time.

This squirrel is not to be confused with other squirrels. This squirrel is **100% PURE EVIL** and comes full of **R4G3 100% stock**! More
menacing than demented sparrows! And certainly more dangerous!!

yes - this auction is a joke

This item is sold with no warranty expressed or implied, because it is a joke. Item is in used condition. All sales final. I accept Paypal or United States Postal Service money orders only. No personal checks. All payment must be made within 7 days of the close of the auction. Shipping to the continental United States only. No bids accepted from negative rated bidders.

On Feb-10-04 at 14:32:18 PST, seller added the following information:

NOTE I do not know if this squirrel is rabid, nor am I interested in finding out. It scares me enough already. I don't think it is for I have not seen it frothing at the mouth, or acting strangely. I just see it full of HATRED. So if you are interested in karma presents for ex-husbands I suggest you search elsewhere. Frankly, in my opinion, this squirrel is worse than anything rabid . . . the way it sharpens its teeth on the bricks while glaring at me through the panes of glass . . .

On Feb-10-04 at 19:03:46 PST, seller added the following information:

Addendum I don't think this is the kind of squirrel that would eat chocolate chip cookies - however good the suggestion. The intense loathing it has for nice things in particular and everything in general is quite severe. I saw it once raid a neighbors picnic - it stole away with some pepperoncinis!! This squirrel is topped off to overflowing with vinegar and bitterness!!

On Feb-12-04 at 21:52:26 PST, seller added the following information:

Furthermore it has been suggested to me by persons to be left unnamed that I have been unemployed for too long. Their intimation was that perhaps my higher faculties have been adversely affected by my present state of forced idleness. I disagree. Its not like I am sitting around watching The View, or Judge Judy, all day long while stuffing cheez-it crackers down my throat. Well - I think the teevee being on attracts the squirrel. You see, he can see it through the window. So I read books instead.
Shipping and payment details

Shipping and handling: **US $4.00** (within United States)
Buyer pays for all shipping costs

Shipping insurance: Not offered

Will ship to United States only.

**Seller's payment instructions & return policy:**
I accept Paypal (don_howard@msn.com), or you can send me a USPS money order. No other forms of payment accepted. Payment due within 7 days of the end of the auction. Please include the auction number and description in any communications/payments.

**Payment methods accepted**

**eBay recommended services**
Increase the security in the eBay and PayPal community by becoming a verified buyer.
This seller, bored383, prefers PayPal.

*PayPal*

See item description for payment methods accepted
Learn about payment methods.
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